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Hand Fatigue with Writing 

General Information: Proper positioning, muscle tone, and joint stability in the trunk, shoulders, wrists, 

and hands are important for handwriting skill development. Collectively, they encourage “mobility on 
stability”. It is also important to develop the muscles of the hand for improved fine motor control; 

functional grasp; strength; endurance; and speed.  Hand fatigue may be attributed not only to poor 
positioning and decreased muscle tone/endurance but also to the use of very firm pressure when 
writing.  

Instructional Recommendations: 

●Working in the vertical position helps strengthen the whole arm which is an important 

foundation skill for writing. Students may be encouraged to write and draw on a wall mounted 
dry-erase board or easel. 
 

● Heavy work activities help develop arm muscles.  Teachers may want to provide exercise 

breaks for the entire class including some of the following: Bear walks; crab walks; pushups; 
wheelbarrows; and lying on forearms during reading/instructional videos.  

 
●Activities involving the use of scissors helps strengthen pencil grasp muscles if held correctly. 

 
●If possible, reduce the amount of long written assignments and/or give the student additional 

time/breaks as needed. 

 

●Have student write on an alternative surface (i.e. mouse pad, craft foam sheet, Styrofoam 

sheet) to decrease pressure if there is a concern with student writing too firmly. 

 

 ●Relaxation exercises/hand stretches 

 

Additional Classroom Activities or Strategies to Support the Development of the Skill: 

 ●Imaginative or creative play using clay/play-doh/silly putty   

 

●Stringing/lacing/sewing activities. 

 

●Use of hole punch for art projects. 

 
●Opening containers/lids during meal prep tasks.  

 
●Use of tweezers and/or chopsticks for picking up small items. Incorporate the use of 

instructional games with cards, coins, chips, or pegs for student to manipulate. Games that 

encourage eye-hand coordination such as Jacks, Marbles, Perfection, etc. 
 

●Removing the eraser top of a pencil or the top of a ballpoint pen with the thumb and 1st finger 

of one hand. 
 


